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COMMUNITY SAFETY AND LEISURE SCRUTINY PANEL  

 
A meeting of the Community Safety and Leisure Scrutiny Panel was held on 3 April 2017. 
 
PRESENT:  Councillors Hellaoui (Chair), Z Uddin (Vice Chair) D J Branson, D 

Davidson, J Goodchild and M Storey.  
 
OFFICERS:  P Ayre, C Breheny, S Hydon and A Pain.    
 
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE were submitted on behalf of S Dean, L Lewis and F McIntyre. 
 
ALSO IN ATTENDANCE: Councillor J Sharrocks  
 
DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS 
 
There were no Declarations of Interest at this point in the meeting. 
 
 1 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY SAFETY AND 

LEISURE SCRUTINY PANEL HELD ON 6 MARCH 2017. 
 
The Minutes of the Community Safety and Leisure Scrutiny Panel meeting held on 6 
March 2017 were submitted and approved as a correct record. 

 

 
 2 SEXTING / YOUTH PRODUCED SEXUAL IMAGERY  

 
Cleveland Police’s Economic, Cyber Crime and Paedophile Online Investigation 
Team (POLIT) Detective Inspector was in attendance at the meeting to provide 
information to the panel on this topic. The Detective Inspector advised that Cleveland 
Police had a specialist team to tackle online indecent images and the team included 
12 Detectives and 2 Sergeants. The work of the team was predominately focused on 
tackling Child Sexual Exploitation and targeting online perpetrators. The team had 
over 150 investigations open at present against people who had downloaded 
indecent images of children or groomed a child online. The Detective Inspector 
advised that a lot of children were unaware of the risks they were taking in sharing 
indecent images of themselves. The Police had seen a significant increase in the 
number of ‘selfie’ or self-generated images of children stored on computers by 
perpetrators. Images from snapchat and other similar applications were the most 
common. The Detective Inspector acknowledged that today’s children lived in a digital 
world and their concept of being ‘friends’ online was entirely different to being friends 
in real life. The Local Children’s Safeguarding Board (LCSB) regularly discussed this 
issue at length and there was a need for a common approach to the education of all 
children on this matter. 
 
The Detective Inspector expressed the view that regular sessions delivered by CEOP 
Ambassador trained staff to young people on the dangers of these risk taking 
behaviours would make a real difference. PCSO’s were currently receiving CEOP 
Ambassador training and it was envisaged that each school would be allocated a 
PCSO. Reference was made to the approach taken by various schools in respect of 
this issue and it was advised that some were very proactive. Regular newsletters 
were sent out and current trends highlighted. It was confirmed that if an investigation 
was conducted, which involved an adult possessing or making indecent images of a 
child there would be a prosecution. Cleveland Police had prosecuted 90 people in the 
last 12 months for possessing indecent images of children and another 85 were on 
bail awaiting prosecution. The sharing of indecent images of children online was a 
huge industry. 
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In terms of highlighting these dangers to parents it was suggested that the Police and 
Council in partnership with schools could collectively run a publicity campaign on this 
issue. The benefit of using social media to proactively push the message out to a 
specific target audience was also discussed, as well as the potential for highlighting 
this issue via Cleveland Connects and the Love Middlesbrough magazine. The 
Detective Inspector expressed the view that further consideration should be given to 
undertaking such a campaign. The point was made that parents often held the view 
that this wouldn’t happen to us, this wouldn’t happen to my child but unfortunately the 
reality was different. 
 
Parents had the same responsibility to look after their child in the digital world as they 
did in the real world. Members expressed the view that there should be more national 
media campaigns on the importance of protecting children online. A regional 
campaign would also be beneficial. 
 
Reference was made to the facility to track your child’s location, as well as filtering 
the picture messages they can send and receive via their mobile phone. The 
Detective Inspector confirmed that there were hundreds of secretive applications for 
parents to use and these were very much a tool in the box. Many children were highly 
knowledgeable with regard to mobile technology but awareness amongst parents 
could be improved. Another method for protecting children involved signing a contract 
with the child to work out the rules on how the device was to be used and what could 
/ could not be accessed when they received it. 
 
In terms of feedback from the interviews with schools reference was made to 
information provided by Middlesbrough College on the very few incidents it had 
recorded. The Detective Inspector advised that for young people aged 16-18 in a lot 
of cases unless it posed a major problem the issue was very much hidden. The point 
was also made that the only people who reported this issue were parents upon 
finding the evidence on their child’s phone. It was never self-reported by a child, as 
understandably children were reluctant to admit they had shared an indecent picture 
online or had been talking to a man in his 20s/30s. The view was expressed that 
general awareness raising of these issues should be undertaken by Cleveland Police 
with the aim of reaching out to parents and adopting a preventative approach. 
 
Outcome 21 
 
The panel was informed that since January 2016 the Police had been able to reduce 
the criminalisation of young people by dealing with the offences surrounding 
self-generated imagery under ‘Outcome 21’. The introduction of this measure meant 
that even though a young person had broken the law and the Police could provide 
evidence that they have done so, the Police could record that they chose not to take 
further action as it was not in the public interest. 
 
In response to the use of Outcome 21 the Detective Inspector advised that it had 
been used 6 times by Cleveland Police in 2016/2017. If an incident image was 
reported it had to be recorded and outcome 21 was used in cases where indecent 
images had been produced and shared by children. Members expressed the view 
that it would be useful to have the Detective Inspector attend Community Council 
meetings to provide advice on this subject. The Detective Inspector advised that he 
had a hard hitting presentation on indecent images and what effects it had on 
children. The presentation had been given to approximately 7/8 schools in 
Middlesbrough, as well as Social Workers and Doctors. 
 
The Chair thanked the Detective for his contribution and the panel discussed its 
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conclusions and recommendations. Based on the evidence, given throughout the 
investigation, the scrutiny panel put forward the following recommendations:- 
 
a) That the support of the Regional Ofsted Leads for Safeguarding and Education  

were enlisted to ensure that the best practice findings outlined in the report were 
taken on board and promoted amongst all schools in Middlesbrough as follows:- 

 

 That all schools in Middlesbrough employed CEOP ambassador trained 
staff to routinely deliver digital safeguarding presentations to children. 
 

 That schools produced a bespoke version of the Sexting in schools and 
colleges: responding to incidents and safeguarding young people (August 
2016) document based on the best practice example provided by a 
Middlesbrough Primary School. 
 

 That children and young people be provided with a 3 point plan of ‘what to 
do if this happens to me’.  

 

 That teachers, parents, carers and professionals working with children and 
young people were provided with a quick and easy reference method on 
how to respond to any incidents.   

 

 That due attention was given to the Local Children’s Safeguarding Board’s 
quarterly newsletter.  

 

 That schools listened to children and young people regularly to ensure 
they were aware of the most up to date information in respect of sexting 
taking place in the school / wider community.   
 

 That the ‘Digital Leaders’ Program was promoted in all schools across the 
town. 

 

 That the use of drama be used (as with Chelsea’s Choice) to deliver 
information to parents directly by children and young people in 
Middlesbrough. 

 
b) That in readiness for the introduction of new statutory “Relationship and Sex 

Education” in September 2019 schools, sixth forms and colleges were 
proactively encouraged to take advantage of the resources available and sign 
up to the Council’s “Respect Yourself” and “Why Risk it Programme”.  
 

c) That all schools in Middlesbrough were actively encouraged to sign up to 
receive a regular digital parenting magazine and attend the Safeguarding 
Network Forum.   
 

d) That an alert system was set up to immediately inform safeguarding staff of 
trends / apps / online crazes that could pose a danger to young people, which 
staff needed to be made aware of (similar to the way in which alerts were sent 
out to professionals working in drug and alcohol services to alert them of 
specific dangers).  

 
e) That a publicity campaign to raise awareness for parents, carers, teachers 

and other professionals working with young people on how to set safety and 
privacy controls on the most popular social network sites, apps and live 
streaming services was undertaken to further protect children and young 
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people in Middlesbrough.  
 

I. Many staff employed by the Council had children and grandchildren 
aged between 4 – 18 years old and getting the message out to staff 
around protecting their child’s digital footprint, understanding the latest 
apps, learning how to use parental controls was as important as 
teaching young people about the dangers involved in new risk taking 
behaviours.   

 
II. That the CEOP and the thinkyouknow website was regularly promoted 

via the Love Middlesbrough magazine and the Council’s digital media 
platforms.   

 
f) That a bi-annual event be hosted on ‘Digital Safeguarding/Digital Resilience’ 

in an effort to increase awareness, share best practice and provide an 
opportunity for statutory agencies in Middlesbrough to share knowledge and 
experience in addressing these challenges.  

g) That training on ‘Digital Safeguarding’ was included in the Local Children’s 
Safeguarding Board’s (LCSB) and School Governors annual training 
programme in an effort to further strengthen knowledge and awareness.  
 

h) That all schools in Middlesbrough were fully supported to ensure that they had 
links from their main school websites to CEOP, the NSPCC and a digital 
parenting magazine to enable parents to access trusted advice directly from 
their child’s school website.  

 
i) That a public safety campaign by Middlesbrough Council and Cleveland 

Police similar to that used by Leicestershire / West Yorkshire Police to warn 
young people, both girls and boys, about the dangers of speaking to people 
they didn’t know online be developed and rolled out. The possibility of 
undertaking this work in partnership with the NSPCC, O2, Vodafone or BT 
could be explored particularly in respect of working with parents to help them 
understand and protect their children from online abuse.    

 
a. That innovative ways in which to reach parents through the public 

safety campaign as a targeted demographic be explored - including 
the use of social media and the purchasing of reach on Facebook. 
 

b. That the idea of children signing a contract with their parents / carers 
when receiving / upgrading their mobile phone to work out the rules on 
how the device was to be used and what could / could not be 
accessed be promoted.  

 
j) That Cleveland Police’s Economic and Cyber Crime unit’s presentation on 

indecent imagery and the impact it had on children be provided to all elected 
Members.  

k) That the panel received an update on ‘Digital Safeguarding – Sexting’ in 6 
months’ time.  

AGREED as follows:- 
 
1. That the panel’s final report on the topic of Digital Safeguarding be referred to the 

Overview and Scrutiny Board for consideration.  
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2. That the information provided by Cleveland Police at today’s meeting be 

incorporated in the panel’s final report.  
 
 3 ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY MODEL SPORT AND LEISURE SERVICES  

 
The panel had requested an update on the Alternative Delivery Model for Sport and 
Leisure Services. The Contract Manager for Everyone Active and the Council’s 
Sports Development Manager were in attendance to provide the update.  
 
The Contract Manager advised that he had previously been employed as the Service 
Manager for Sport and Leisure Services at Middlesbrough Council. Following the 
transfer of the management for Sport and Leisure Services to SLM (under the brand 
name of Everyone Active) on 1 April 2016 he had been TUPED across from the 
Council and appointed Contract Manager with Everyone Active. Some parts of that 
journey had been exciting, others had been daunting and the first 4-6 weeks had 
consisted of the mobilisation process. This had involved continued delivery of  
service provision whilst introducing new systems, processes and branding.  
 
It was explained that the staffing structure with Everyone Active had some 
differences. 92-94% of staff had moved across into similar roles, 4-5% had moved 
into different jobs and for 6 staff there had been no direct match. There were currently 
250FTEs, which was an increase in staff, as in advance of the transfer vacancies had 
been held back. Previously there had also been many casual staff but the many of 
these contracts had been made permanent, which was a real benefit in terms of 
consistency.  
 
In terms of funding there was a management fee arrangement in place with the Local 
Authority, which started at a certain amount and over time this was reduced down to 
zero. The panel was informed that SLM had invested over £2,000,000 in capital 
projects, which had resulted in increased footfall and a better income / expenditure 
gap. It was explained that the business model was premised on generating more 
income year on year and a very strong performance management framework was in 
place.  
 
During the panel’s discussion the following points were raised:- 
   

 An adult only swimming programme was available at both the Rainbow and 
the Neptune Centre between 8pm – 10pm. Consideration would be given to 
the provision of an adult only session between 6pm – 8pm, as this was a 
mixed session (public / club swimming) at present.  

 Club swimming was really important to the town and a balance had to be 
achieved.  

 There had been a decline nationally in swimming but Middlesbrough offered a 
good swimming programme and the Director of Public Health was keen to 
promote swimming as a public health priority.  

 Charges in Middlesbrough for casual gym / activity fees were still lower than 
those charged by SLA in Redcar and Cleveland and in Sunderland.  

 Any increase in fees was subject to agreement with Middlesbrough Council.  

 Since 1 April 2016 Membership rates had increased from around 4000 to 
nearly 7000. 

 There was no requirement for individuals to commit to an annual membership, 
although on average people retained their membership for between 9 and 14 
months. SLM’s aim was to encourage people to maintain a membership for 2 
– 3 years.  
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 SLM’s strapline was 5 x 30 minutes and the aim was for residents in 
Middlesbrough to complete 2 of those sessions within an SLM leisure facility.   

 Monthly membership for young people in Middlesbrough was £14.75 a month, 
with the aim of engaging people whilst they were young.  

 
In terms of future aspirations it was explained that to date a lot of investment had 
been made in the fitness facilities but SLA were now investing in the Golf Centre. The 
structure had been remodelled and a golf professional appointed with a thorough 
understanding of the golf business. Investment had been made in the provision of 
footgolf, which was growing in popularity and aimed to engage a family market. The 
Golf Club would be the focus for investment in 2017/18.  
 
Reference was made to a recent newspaper article, which had made reference to a 
Local Authority taking back the management of their sport and leisure services from a 
Trust organisation. The Contract Manager acknowledged that there were instances 
where this had happened, however, Everyone Active prided itself as an organisation 
on ensuring that this would not happen them. The hope was that the SLM contract in 
Middlesbrough would be extended but this was an issue worth keeping an eye on 
nationally.     
 
AGREED as follows: 
 

1. That the Council’s Sports Development Manager arranged to meet with 
Councillors D Davison and J Goodchild and Marie Gilworth (Project Manager) 
to discuss the Kinship Carers Project and potential availability of Community 
Sport Activation funding.   
 

2. That the information provided be received and noted. 
 

 
 


